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		In today’s market, where rival web services compete for attention, a well-designed REST API is a must-have feature. This concise book presents a set of API design rules, drawn primarily from best practices that stick close to the Web’s REST architectural style. Along with rules for URI design and HTTP use, you’ll learn guidelines for media types and representational forms.

	
		REST APIs are ubiquitous, but few of them follow a consistent design methodology. Using these simple rules, you will design web service APIs that adhere to recognized web standards. To assist you, author Mark Massé introduces the Web Resource Modeling Language (WRML), a conceptual framework he created for the design and implementation of REST APIs.

		
			Learn design rules for addressing resources with URIs
	
			Apply design principles to HTTP’s request methods and response status codes
	
			Work with guidelines for conveying metadata through HTTP headers and media types
	
			Get design tips to address the needs of client programs, including the special needs of browser-based JavaScript clients
	
			Understand why REST APIs should be designed and configured, not coded
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How to Build a Business Rules Engine: Extending Application Functionality through Metadata EngineeringMorgan Kaufmann, 2003
Business rules engines can make organizations more agile by allowing them to manage diverse sets of operating rules, such as many different contracts for goods and services with different clients. For example, business rules engines can contain interfaces that allow users to define business rules to add specific functionality to software...
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Terrorism and Homeland Security: An Introduction with Applications (The Butterworth-Heinemann Homeland Security Series)Butterworth-Heinemann, 2006
Terrorism and Homeland Security: An Introduction with Applications  provides a comprehensive overview of terrorism, public and private sector counterterrorism, and "all hazards" emergency management. The book presents national, state, and local perspectives and up-to-date information, including the reorganization of the...
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Getting Started with OUYAPackt Publishing, 2014

	A practical guide to developing games for the revolutionary OUYA console


	About This Book

	
		Learn the basic principles of game development for the OUYA console
	
		Get to know the business model, content types, and specifications of the OUYA console
	
		Develop your first project for...
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BSD UNIX Toolbox: 1000+ Commands for FreeBSD, OpenBSD and NetBSDJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008
Explore a ton of powerful BSD UNIX commands
    This handy, compact guide teaches you to use BSD UNIX systems as the experts do: from the command line. Try out more than 1,000 commands to find and get software, monitor system health and security, and access network resources. Apply the skills you learn from this book to use and...
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Automated Deduction in Geometry: 8th International Workshop, ADG 2010, Munich, GermanySpringer, 2012

	From July 22 to July 24, 2010, the Technische Universit¨at M¨unchen, Germany,
	hosted the eighth edition of the now well-established ADG workshop dedicated
	to Automatic Deduction in Geometry. From the first edition, which was held
	in Toulouse in 1996, to ADG 2010, a slow mutation has taken place. The workshop
	that was formerly...
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Python Data Analysis CookbookPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Analyze Big Data sets, create attractive visualizations, and manipulate and process various data types
	
		Packed with rich recipes to help you learn and explore amazing algorithms for statistics and machine learning
	
		Authored by Ivan Idris, expert in python programming and proud...
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